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This newsletter provides a snapshot of the sustainable finance agenda, analysis
of policy and regulatory initiatives, market trends, and the ongoing activities of
Sustainable Finance Ireland.

Dear Reader,
This past month has rocked major oil giants to the
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ExxonMobil shareholders voted to install at least
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two new independent directors to the company’s
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board, ratifying shareholders’ unrest at how the

In this month’s issue we discuss the above in the

oil giant has been addressing climate change

industry developments section and how meaningful

and its trailing financial performance. And in the

orders and actions are beginning to impact major

Netherlands, a court has ordered Royal Dutch Shell

emitters in a decade that will ultimately define

to make deeper climate transition commitments

whether the Paris Agreement will be a success.
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▶ INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS

SHELL’S SUSTAINABILITY POLICY UNDER PRESSURE FROM
SHAREHOLDERS AND COURT

GERMANY TO BRING FORWARD CLIMATE GOALS AFTER
COURT RULING

Legal & General Investment Management (LGIM), the UK’s
biggest fund manager which manages £1.3trillion of assets,
was amongst the one in ten shareholders that voted against
Shell’s climate transition targets at the company’s annual
meeting. Whilst acknowledging that some progress had
been made, LGIM commented that the targets to reduce
carbon emissions and oil and gas production lacked
credibility and fell short in tackling climate breakdown.
Shell’s sustainability policy has been further criticised for
being insufficiently “concrete” by a court in the Hague
which, in an unprecedented ruling, has ordered Shell to
cut its global carbon emissions by 45% by the end of 2030
compared with 2019 levels. Finding in favour of the claimants
Friends of the Earth, the court held that Shell has a duty of
care and that the level of emission reductions of Shell, its
suppliers and buyers should align with the Paris Agreement.

In an historic ruling, Germany’s constitutional court has found
that the country’s first national climate change law, passed
in 2019, is unconstitutional, deeming its targets to reduce
emissions post-2030 as insufficient and too burdensome
on future generations. The government has now agreed to
amend the legislation to set new, more ambitious emission
reduction targets. Swift action was taken by the government
due to the upcoming national election in September, with
climate a top agenda item for all parties.

▷ READ MORE HERE AND HERE
COMMENT: LGIM HAS PLEDGED TO HOLD COMPANIES ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR
CLIMATE PLANS THROUGH VOTING AND INVESTMENT SANCTIONS AND THIS
SHAREHOLDER REBELLION HAS DEMONSTRATED HOW EFFECTIVE INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTORS SUCH AS LGIM CAN BE IN DRIVING OIL AND GAS COMPANIES TO
ALIGN WITH CLIMATE-NEUTRAL PATHWAY. WHILE SHELL HAS INDICATED THAT
IT WILL APPEAL THE DUTCH COURT’S RULING, IT WILL LIKELY HAVE MAJOR
CONSEQUENCES FOR OTHER BIG POLLUTERS WHO ARE NOT COMPLIANT WITH
THE PARIS AGREEMENT AS WELL AS PAVING THE WAY FOR NON-STATE ACTION.

PRIVATE SECTOR LED TASKFORCE LAUNCHES CARBON
MARKET GOVERNANCE CONSULTATION
The Taskforce on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets has
launched a consultation to invite feedback and engagement
from businesses, NGOs, investor alliances and industry
associations on three core topics: 1. establishing an umbrella
governance body to oversee and promote the global
voluntary market for the trading and exchange of carbon
credits; 2. standardizing the legal framework underpinning
credit issuance and trading contracts; and 3. developing
Core Carbon Principles with an assessment framework for
standards and credit eligibility guidelines to ensure carbon
credit integrity. The Taskforce was initiated by Mark Carney in
2020, and is a private sector led initiative working to scale an
effective and efficient carbon market to align with the Paris
Agreement goals.
▷ READ MORE HERE
COMMENT: THIS CONSULTATION MARKS THE FIRST MILESTONE IN THE
TASKFORCE’S MANDATE TO CREATE A HIGH-INTEGRITY VOLUNTARY MARKET FOR
THE TRADING OF CARBON CREDITS. GIVEN THE AMBITION AND SCALE OF THE
PROPOSAL, IT WILL REQUIRE PARTICIPATION OF ALL RELEVANT STAKEHOLDERS
TO ENSURE ITS SUCCESS.

▷ READ MORE HERE
COMMENT: THE NEW, HIGHER CLIMATE TARGETS HAVE REIGNITED AN INTENSE
DEBATE AROUND GERMANY’S COAL EXIT, CARBON PRICE ON FUEL FOR
TRANSPORT AND BUILDINGS AND TRANSITION TO ELECTRIC TRANSPORT.
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ALSO RECENTLY UNVEILED SIGNIFICANT PLANS
FOCUSED ON THE SUSTAINABLE FINANCE AGENDA.

NEW WORKING GROUP ON ‘SUSTAINABLE FINANCE
POLICY EFFECTIVENESS’
A new Working Group dedicated to Sustainable Finance
Policy Effectiveness has been launched by the Green Finance
Platform, INSPIRE and the Grantham Research Institute
with support provided by UN-convened Financial Centres
for Sustainability (FC4S). The working group will focus on
two work streams: (i) establishing a framework to evaluate
green finance measures’ effectiveness and (ii) implementing
the framework through guidance documents. Research
outcomes from the Working Group will be brought to
governments and financial regulatory authorities to support
them in the design of finance measures, strengthen policy
incentives and encourage innovation in green finance
products.
▷ READ MORE HERE
COMMENT: THE NUMBER OF GREEN FINANCE MEASURES HAS BEEN GROWING
IN RECENT YEARS, WHICH HAS REINFORCED POSITIVE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
MARKET INSTITUTIONS, REGULATORS, AND POLICYMAKERS. HOWEVER, IT IS
NOT CLEAR WHICH REGULATORY ACTIONS ARE MOST EFFECTIVE IN ALIGNING
FINANCE WITH SUSTAINABILITY GOALS. AS A RESULT, THE WORKING GROUP
WILL ASSESS EMPIRICAL IMPACTS OF SUCH POLICIES TO ENSURE EXISTING AND
FUTURE REGULATIONS CONTRIBUTE TO THE NET-ZERO EMISSIONS GOAL.

JAPAN’S FINANCIAL SERVICES AGENCY (FSA) PUBLISHES
TRANSITION FINANCE GUIDELINES
The FSA has published basic guidelines on climate transition
finance to strengthen the position of climate transition
finance in hard-to-abate sectors, and attract investment in
activities aimed at achieving 2050 carbon neutrality. The
guidelines provide examples of responses and interpretations
for fundraisers (bond issuers and loan receivers), financiers
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(financial institutions, investors such as banks, asset
managers, insurance companies, and pension funds) and
other market participants when they consider concrete
actions to transition finance.
▷ READ MORE HERE AND HERE
COMMENT: THE GUIDELINES ARE AMONG THE LATEST CONCRETE COURSES OF
ACTION TAKEN BY JAPAN TO IMPLEMENT ITS STRATEGY OF ACHIEVING CLIMATE
NEUTRALITY BY 2050. ALTHOUGH IT IS NOT CLEAR WHETHER THE FSA WILL
ENCOURAGE ITS USE FOR ISSUERS OF EQUITY, THE COUNTRY SEEMS TO BE
CATCHING UP WITH OTHER COUNTRIES SUCH AS THE EU, SINGAPORE, CANADA,
AND NEW ZEALAND IN THE REALM OF SUSTAINABLE FINANCE.

CANADA LAUNCHES SUSTAINABLE FINANCE ACTION
COUNCIL
The new Council, which is comprised of public and
private sector financial experts including banks, insurance
companies and pension funds, will make recommendations
on market infrastructure needed to attract and scale
sustainable finance in Canada, including enhanced disclosure
of climate risks and opportunities, better access to climate
data, and common standards for sustainable and low-carbon
investments. It will receive almost €5 million government
funding over the next three years.
▷ READ MORE HERE
COMMENT: ESG AND SUSTAINABLE FINANCE ARE PREDICTED TO MAKE BIG
WAVES IN CANADA IN 2021. THE COUNCIL WILL FACILITATE THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF A WELL-FUNCTIONING SUSTAINABLE FINANCE MARKET IN CANADA, WHICH,
IN TURN, WILL GIVE INVESTORS CONFIDENCE IN CANADA’S CAPITAL MARKETS.
AS THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT MOVES TOWARDS THE GOAL OF NET-ZERO
EMISSIONS BY 2050, IT WILL BE IMPORTANT FOR BANKS AND BUSINESSES
TO STAY ON TOP OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE COUNCIL AND OTHER
DEVELOPMENTS IN SUSTAINABLE FINANCE IN ORDER TO REMAIN COMPETITIVE.

BNP PARIBAS AND CDP TO DEVELOP BIODIVERSITY
REPORTING METRICS
BNP Paribas Asset Management (BNPP AM) and CDP –
an environmental disclosure platform – are planning on
developing a common and global biodiversity corporate
reporting metrics. The partnership aims to accelerate
corporate environmental disclosure on biodiversity and
increase corporate awareness of biodiversity loss driven by
business practices.
▷ READ MORE HERE
COMMENT: THERE IS AN INCREASED AWARENESS THAT CLIMATE CHANGE AND
BIODIVERSITY LOSS ARE TWIN CRISES THAT SHOULD BE TACKLED TOGETHER.
BIODIVERSITY REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE ARE EXPECTED TO ENCOURAGE
CORPORATE BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE IN TERMS OF MANAGING NATURAL
RESOURCES SUSTAINABLY AND REDUCING NEGATIVE IMPACTS ON SPECIES AND
ECOSYSTEMS, WHICH ARE CRUCIAL TO ADDRESSING CLIMATE CHANGE.

EU CARBON PRICE REACHES RECORD HIGH OF €50 PER
METRIC TON
Futures in the EU’s carbon market exceeded €50 per metric
ton for the first time since the carbon market launched in
2005. This means that the cost of polluting in Europe has
risen more than 50% this year, resulting from stronger policy
support and an increased permit demand from financial
investors. Surging carbon prices makes it more expensive
to emit carbon dioxide into the atmosphere and forces
companies to look for greener ways to operate.
▷ READ MORE HERE
COMMENT: CARBON PRICES ARE EXPECTED TO CONTINUE THEIR UPWARD
TREND, EVEN REACHING €70 AT THE END OF THE YEAR. CURRENTLY, SEVERAL
TECHNOLOGIES TO CUT GREENHOUSE EMISSIONS ARE STILL TOO EXPENSIVE TO
UTILISE TODAY, BUT CARBON PRICE GAINS WILL CHANGE THAT AND ENCOURAGE
COMPANIES TO DECARBONISE QUICKLY, OR FACE HIGHER ENVIRONMENTAL
COMPLIANCE BILLS WHICH COULD REDUCE THEIR COMPETITIVENESS. HIGHER
CARBON PRICES CAN ALSO GO TOWARDS FUNDING THE TRANSITION TO LOWCARBON ECONOMIES.

EU’S €17.5 BILLION FUND FOR JUST TRANSITION
APPROVED
The EU Parliament has approved a €17.5 billion fund to
support countries and communities most affected by plans
to shut down coal, peat, oil shale and other emissionsintensive industries and replace them with low-carbon
industries and jobs. To access the money, regions must
submit plans detailing how they intend to manage mine
closures and retrain workers. It is expected that the biggest
beneficiary countries will be Poland, Germany, Romania, and
the Czech Republic although Poland has been warned that
its plan to extend the life of a coal mine in Turow until 2044
could cost the region its share of the fund.
▷ READ MORE HERE
COMMENT: THE APPROVAL COMES AHEAD OF A SUMMIT WITH EU HEADS OF
GOVERNMENT THAT WILL DISCUSS STRICTER 2030 CLIMATE GOALS. THIS FUND
IS A KEY ELEMENT OF THE EUROPEAN GREEN DEAL WHICH HAS SEEN THE BLOC
TIGHTEN ITS MEASURES TO REDUCE EMISSIONS AND AIMS TO ENSURE THAT THE
TRANSITION TO A CLIMATE-NEUTRAL ECONOMY IS SOCIALLY FAIR.
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G7 SHOULD INVEST US$1 TRILLION PER YEAR FOR
SUSTAINABLE COVID-19 RECOVERY
G7 countries should collectively invest US$ 1 trillion per year
until 2030 to raise growth and accelerate the transition to
a net-zero and climate-resilient economy – according to an
independent report requested by British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson. The report by Professor Nicolas Stern, former chief
economist at the World Bank and author of the landmark
Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change, explores
the leadership role of G7 countries (Canada, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, UK, and US) ahead of the G7 Summit in Cornwall
next month.
As rich countries transition from rescue to recovery, Stern
notes that investment must flow in the right direction
and that the G7 have the opportunity to lead a globally
coordinated recovery, driven by sustainable investment and
innovation by both private and public sectors. The report
highlights four interrelated global priorities to overcome the
impact of COVID-19: 1. Ensure the timely roll-out of vaccines
in developed and developing countries and strengthen health
systems; 2. Deliver credible pathways to meet the steppedup commitments made at the recent Leaders’ Summit
on Climate, including submitting national determined
contributions ahead of COP26; 3. Tackle the threats of climate
change, biodiversity loss and environmental degradation;
and 4. Support a strong economic recovery by increasing
investment to US$1 trillion per year until 2030 which would
translate into high returns in terms of productivity, job
opportunities, and environment.
The report draws attention to the importance of climate
change and proposes that the G7 should “make a collective
commitment to double climate finance”. Specifically,
structural policies that set a clear sense of direction towards
net-zero emissions should be implemented faster such
as carbon pricing, the phasing out of fossil-fuel subsidies
no later than 2025, ending overseas support for fossil-fuel
investments, valuing natural capital and biodiversity, as well
as building climate and environmental resilience into decision
making. There is also an urgent call for the G7 to provide
debt-for-nature and debt-for-climate swaps to developing
countries to help them tackle their over-indebtedness
in the transition to low-carbon economic models.
▷ THE REPORT CAN BE ACCESSED HERE

FINANCING NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS TO CLIMATE
ADAPTATION
As global capital markets are increasingly drawn to impact

investing, ESG-integrated investments, and green assets, the
concepts of “natural capital”, “nature-based solutions”, and
“ecosystem services” have started to gain attention from both
public and private investors and issuers. This highlights a
longstanding focus on financial capital whilst neglecting other
important forms of capital. Natural capital refers to all-natural
resources that are used by people to produce goods and
services while ecosystem services include the benefits that
people obtain from the nature’s rich biodiversity. Historically,
these natural elements were either undervalued or there was
difficulty in calculating their financial benefit.
One reason that these topics are attracting widespread
recognition is the increasing frequency of natural disasters
and deterioration of important biodiversity and natural capital
which serve as natural “carbon sinks” that help reduce GHG
emissions. As a result, solutions to improving management
of natural resources are urgently needed and nature-based
financial instruments are proving to be seen as an efficient
remedy. For example, it is estimated that improved land
management rules can provide up to 37% of climate
mitigation required until 2030. This means that countries
can use products such as sustainable land bonds to access
inexpensive capital, transition to sustainable, low-carbon
land management practices and preserve their resource
economies.
However, the market for climate adaptation and naturebased financial instruments is still in its infancy, accounting
for just 5% of proceeds from green, social or sustainabilitylinked bonds in 2020 compared to 85% for energy efficiency,
green buildings, and clean transport. That said, investors are
increasingly beginning to take natural capital and biodiversity
risks seriously. BlackRock has urged companies to disclose
how their business practices align with the sustainable use of
natural capital. There are also multi-lateral efforts underway to
facilitate the integration of natural capital into conventional
economic decision-making and help public and private
sectors leverage nature-based solutions. For instance, the
International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board (SASB), GRI, CDP and Climate
Disclosure Standards Board (CDSB) are developing a reporting
framework that considers natural capital as one of its required
metrics.
The green bond market already supports green
innovative financial instruments. Use of proceeds under
the Green Bond Principles includes the financing of
climate adaptation projects such as sustainable land and
resource use and development of resilient infrastructure.
▷ READ MORE HERE AND HERE
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DATA SHARING FOR A DIGITAL FUTURE OF GREEN
FINANCE
One of the challenges in mobilising financial resources to
achieve the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and
the Paris Agreement climate targets is the availability and
quality of information and tools for evaluating green financial
activities. According to a report in 2016 by the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) Inquiry, financial institutions
have already deployed big data, machine learning, and
artificial intelligence to analyse large amounts of unstructured
ESG data. This has enabled investors to have quick access to
tailored analyses and automatically generated and customised
green portfolios.
However, these fintech tools and applications cannot fully
capture environmental risks associated with an asset or
differentiate between green projects. It is necessary, therefore,
to develop a green data ecosystem that helps investors better
understand risks and returns of these investments, which

may result in increased capital flowing into green assets. To
date, two strategies are deployed to collect and pool data:
(i) the top-down approach and (ii) the bottom-up approach.
The top-down approach gathers information from satellitebased sensors, smart meters, web scraping, and traditional
ESG reporting. The bottom-up approach generates data
throughout the life cycle of economic activities on real-time
basis.
The bottom-up approach may facilitate better data sharing
as it does not entail privacy breach which is often the case
with the top-down approach. However, the challenge remains
for small institutions that lack large-scale data coverage. To
combat this problem and create comprehensive and fair
data flows to support green finance, policy intervention from
governments is necessary. This entails promoting effective
green data sharing, growing business models for enhancing
data privacy, raising data literacy, and facilitating dialogues
among stakeholders on the implications of data exchanges.
▷ READ MORE HERE AND HERE
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Dublin’s ESG bond listings have experienced a 317.44% increase in the first four months of 2021 against the same period last year. Jan
– Apr 2021 issuance stands at €20.249bn versus €4.851bn for the same period last year. Cumulative ESG bond issuances to end of April
2021 on Euronext Dublin now stands at €93.007bn.
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Supported by Skillnet Ireland, the Sustainable Finance Skillnet
is a national network working to develop skills and leadership
capacity to advance sustainable finance best practice across
Ireland’s financial services sector.

In 2020, the Sustainable Finance Skillnet

If any readers have identified other sustainable

supported 1,400 Irish-located professionals

finance courses not listed below or your

engage with the sustainable finance agenda.

company would like to do in-house sustainable

Forming part of the Irish Road to COP26
campaign, this year the Sustainable Finance
Skillnet is again supporting several courses,
including those listed below.
Sustainable

Finance

Skillnet

finance training, please connect with the
Sustainable

Finance

Skillnet

team

at

skills@sustainablefinance.ie.
All of the below courses are available to

provides

discounts of between 50%-60% of the course
prices with the remaining matched funding
met by the candidate’s employer.

any Irish-based employee of a financial
services sector company on a first come/first
serve basis, so please get in touch to avoid
disappointment.

▶ SUSTAINABLE FINANCE SKILLNET 2021 COURSES:
GETTING STARTED IN RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT (PRI)
a 3-hour self-paced course which can be completed over
6 months from the date of registration. This course offers
candidates a high-level introduction to ESG analysis and
responsible investment.
FOUNDATIONS IN RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT (PRI)
a 14-hour self-paced course that can be completed over 12
months from the date of registration. This is the PRI Academy’s
flagship training course which provides attendants the ability
to identify and analyse material ESG factors and to integrate
sustainability data into financial modelling and existing
investment processes.
ADVANCED RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS (PRI)
an 8-hour self-paced course that can be completed over
12 months from date of registration. This course explores

and examines the use of sustainability data in fundamental
investment analysis and stock valuation.
RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT FOR TRUSTEES (PRI)
a 2-hour self-paced course that can be completed over 6
months from the date of registration. This course outlines why
responsible investment is important for trustee and board
members, and the steps involved in becoming a responsible
trustee.
THE SUSTAINABILITY AND CLIMATE RISK (SCR®)
CERTIFICATE (GARP)
a 120-hour self-paced course which must be completed and is
examinable in October 2021. This course will allow candidates
to gain knowledge critical to managing sustainability and
climate risk.
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UNEP FI: INSURANCE SUPERVISORS AND CLIMATE ACTION. 14-15 JUNE 2021
Co-hosted by the UN-convened SIF, UN PSI and the IAIS.
Session 1 (14th): 3:30 pm CEST

▷ REGISTER HERE

Session 2 (15th): 10:00 am CEST ▷ REGISTER HERE

JOINT SIF-IAIS WEBINAR ON THE APPLICATION PAPER ON THE SUPERVISION OF CLIMATE-RELATED RISKS IN THE
INSURANCE SECTOR. 9 JUNE 2021
13:00 – 14:00 CEST ▷ REGISTER HERE

